maximum flexibility for ideal finishing results

6711 siafleece Flex is specially designed for keying in particularly hard-to-reach areas. It is highly flexible and ideal for applications such as scuffing of new parts, factory primers and lacquers before final painting.

Advantages

- Highly flexible and adaptable to contours
- Consistent scratch pattern due to improved grain consistency
- Long lifetime
- May be used wet or dry
- Low clogging
- Minimised grit break-out

Applications

- Scuffing of new components and factory primers
- Scuffing in hard-to-reach areas
- Scuffing of lacquers prior to final lacquering

Product profile

Grit type: Aluminium oxide | Silicon carbide
very fine | ultra fine

Backing: Fleece

Coating: Mechanical

bonding: resin over resin

Properties

The following properties refer to the materials used in the main application:

- Cut: low ▼ very high
- Lifetime: short ▼ very long
- Finish: medium ▼ very good
- Flexibility: very rigid ▼ highly flexible

Materials

Colour; Varnish; Old lacquer; Primer coat; Plastics; Aluminium

Application

Area
Coatings and Composites

Product line
Non woven abrasives